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Abstract
Augmented Reality is considered as one of the highly sophisticated technologies in research field of virtual reality. It generates
-visual and
Interaction (GAI) based mobile Augmented Reality is a Human Computer Interaction technology where user can view the
multimedia content (like video, 2D, 3D, text, animation) with audio visuals in augmented environment. GAI based mobile AR
system allows user to develop their own Augmented Reality applications and games. This system based on Symbian and Android
augmented environments. Users can interact and control the virtual objects by touch in touch enable phone or by button in non
touch phone. The general purpose of this technology is to introduce multimedia base Mobile Augmented Reality to user. This
paper describes the potential of AR in mobiles and how the various useful features like 2D/3D object, audio, video can be
implemented in Mobile AR.
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1. Introduction
Augmented Reality research intends at creating new Human Computer Interfaces [7]. AR puts data right into the
real world. The data can be any computer generated virtual objects like 2D, 3D, text, animation with audio-visuals.
AR indistinct the difference between the real world and the user interface. After that AR merges them in a way
which allows the developing of simple and intuitive graphical user interfaces for complex applications and games.
In recent years, mobile AR has also become a test paradigm for industrial applications in many area like tourism,
learning, advertisement the products, gaming, educational etc [3]. These applications requirements many features
like 2D, 3D model, text, animations, audio, video etc to fu
demands. The AR library GAI focused to bring these multimedia based features in mobile Augmented Reality
platform with building simple Augmented Reality system. Graphics, Audio-visual and Interaction (GAI) based 
mobile Augmented Reality system is a multimedia content based mobile AR solution which is built with 
ARToolKitPlus. ARToolKitPlus [22] is a tracking library for mobile Augmented Reality. This AR system allows
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the users to develop many multimedia based AR applications and games. An interactions system has built in this 
mobile AR engine which allows users to interact the computer generated virtual objects and Graphical User 
Interface smoothly through finger touch. Several prototypes based multimedia based Augmented Reality 
applications were developed by using mobile AR system where end user evaluated these applications in their 
Smartphone successfully. The result of the evaluation by user showed that the potential of Graphics, Audio-visual 
and Interaction based mobile Augmented Reality System for the Smartphone. 
2. Literature Review 
2.1. Augmented Reality 
Augmented Reality (AR) is a deviation of Virtual Reality (VR) [4]. AR is a technology that allows the users to 
see, hear, feel, and smell the virtual objects, which are integrated in the real world [5]. AR technology generates 2D 
and 3D computer graphics which are accurately integrated into the real environment [6] Augmented Reality system 
Tracking must be robust under many conditions such as varying lighting. In case tracking is lost, the system must be 
able to recover quickly [7]. 
 
2.2.Graphics and Audio-visual in AR 
 
3D virtual object is very important aspect in mobile AR especially with superimposed in the 3D real world. Open 
source 
portable 3D applications rely on OpenGL ES [8].Animations of the 3D objects are used in AR system 
[8][9][10][11][12]. Animation is a series of successive frames and each frame is a still image. To create the illusion 
of motion animation techniques are used. This process works by producing successive still images [13]. 3D user 
interfaces is the most natural UI method for AR applications. In the past much research concentrated on using data 
gloves in VR and AR setups, on gesture recognition [14] and object manipulation [15]. While data gloves can be 
used to create natural and fully 3D user interfaces [16]. Audio and video is very important feature of multimedia 
based Augmented Reality system to make environment alive with other virtual reality. Mobile guides, considered as 
one of the last descendants of digital, sophisticated audio guides, are becoming more and more popular throughout 
the world [17]. Audio based mobile AR technology can offer an attractive replacement for the traditional audio-tape 
tour guide [7]. The [17] user can interact with the VMC, which is composed of three-dimensional objects, images, 
animations, text and sound. The authors showed the potential of Augmented Reality systems as Mobile Multimedia 
Guides and Cultural Heritage. The authors [18] have developed and implemented a user-friendly interface to 
experimentally explore the potential of Augmented Reality by superimposing Virtual Multimedia Content (VMC) 
information in an Augmented Reality (AR). The authors [19] developed Android Augmented Reality service 
content about a city through their own mobile devices. The authors [20] presented a multimedia interactions system 
called HOTPAPER which allow users to interact with paper documents, books, and magazines. This interaction is in 
the form of reading and writing electronic information, such as images, web urls, video, and audio, to the paper 
medium by pointing a camera phone at a patch of text on a document. 
 
2.3. Interactions in AR 
 
AR technology improves the users perception and the interaction with the real world [4]. The mobile applications 
typically use the touch screen or devices buttons rather than data gloves or 3D pointing devices as traditional AR 
setups do [7]. 
 
3. GAI based AR System for Handheld Devices 
 
Graphics, audio-visual and Interaction (GAI) based mobile AR system is an Augmented Reality application 
system for Symbian and Android Smartphone where the general AR users can developed their own multimedia 
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based mobile AR applications by using this AR system. An interaction system has integrated into mobile AR system 
which allows users to interact the virtual objects in augmented environment. This section presents the core 
components of mobile AR system and an interaction method which has implemented in this mobile AR system. 
 
3.1. Video Capture 
 
Video capturing is the -in 
camera is used as a video capturing device. Camera API (Application Protocol Interface) is a part of Symbian and 
Android SDK. The entire camera related operations such that video capture, image capture can be done by using 
camera API. Hence, Symbian and Android camera API is integrated in mobile AR system to perform video 
Height] is 
used for video capturing in all Smartphone. 
  
3.2. Tracking 
 
Open source ARToolKitPlus is used in this AR system as a tracking library. ARToolKitPlus is a well known 
tracking library for mobile Augmented Reality. According to the author [7], ARToolKitPlus library has no longer 
has compatible issue with latest Symbian^3. According to systems requirements, ARToolKitPlus source code was 
modified and rewritten the function for loading multiple marker, detect multiple marker, detect pattern image and 
increased frame per second (FPS) rate for better video rendering. Hence modified ARToolKitPlus library is built-in 
into the AR system and offered better tracking performance. 
 
3.3. Audio-visual based Virtual Object Generation 
 
The main purpose of AR is to create the 3D virtual objects which are realistic so that the augmented objects will 
integrate into the visual perception of the perceiver [4]. 
of any mobile AR rendering system. In order to achieve the purpose, several OpenGLES features play an important 
role in mobile AR graphics. OpenGLES features like texturing, shading, lighting makes the virtual object true 
realistic. Texturing is a very important component for mobile graphics which will improve the visual perception in 
mobile AR rendering. Texture mapping is a technique that maps a 2D image on a 3D objects so that the 3D objects 
will be displayed with specific texture. As a result, the surface of the 3D objects will be perceived as rough instead 
of completely smooth. In addition, lighting condition and surface reflection needs to be calculated in real-time 
during the AR rendering. Therefore, the performance of AR rendering depends on lighting affect. 
Furthermore, a mirror can be used in order to calculate the light source correctly [21]. Hence, computer generated 
lighting can be reflected properly and produce the shading which is compatible in the real environment. As a result, 
the virtual objects become truly realistic .All these OpenGLES features is included into mobile AR rendering 
engine. So users can easily use these OpenGLES features according to their application and games developing 
requirements. 
3D virtual object is very important aspect in mobile AR. Now a day, modern Smartphone is developing with 3D 
graphics accelerator. Therefore, 3D object rendering in mobile AR become easier and smoother. 3D virtual object 
can generate using OpenGLES and 3D studio max. Basically 3D object generate from 3D studio max looks more 
eye-candy and smoother. 3D object can be generated in 3D studio max including animations. According to the 
mobile AR rendering engine, the entire graphics model data has to convert into OpenGLES format. It is always been 
difficult to find better solution to export 3D model data into OpenGLES format from 3D Studio Max. The open 
source graphics library PowerVR is one of the easiest solutions to export 3D data. Therefore, we have chosen 
PowerVR graphics library as 3D model exporter and integrated it into mobile AR system. This solution also allow 
users to draw 3D model with key frame animation in 3D Studio Max and export the 3D data with animations in their 
rendering engine. 
GAI mobile AR system has included 3D Graphical User Interface (GUI) feature in its rendering engine. 3D user 
interfaces seem to be the most natural User Interface (UI) method for AR applications. We have already developed 
some application which has used 3D UI. The User Interface of these applications and games look very pleasing to 
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watch in AR view. The mobile AR system has included some 3D GUI patterns for users to use their applications 
and games. 
In addition, animations of the computer generated objects are also important in Augmented Reality. Animation is 
what ultimately breathes life into 3D graphics. Animations play as a very significant role in games and graphical 
related AR program. Furthermore in some applications and games 2D/3D objects should be displayed with 
movements, especially the animals, human beings, game characters, etc. GAI based mobile AR system supports all 
type of animation in AR environment for OpenGLES 2D/3D object and 3D studio max 3D object. There are some 
animated 3D games and application has developed using multimedia based mobile AR and evaluated by users 
successfully. 
Text is another useful feature of mobile Augmented Reality. Any information can overlay by using text on real 
world image. Normally text act as very important role in tourism, games, advertisement related AR applications. A 
2D text engine has developed using OpenGLES bitmap and included this text engine into mobile AR system. 
Therefore, user can develop any text base mobile AR apps using text engine. 
In multimedia based mobile Augmented Reality, audio and video visual is mandatory component. In game 
related AR applications, audio can play very important role. Audio visuals can provide the real gaming performance 
for AR user. Audio can also implement in various types of AR applications such that educations, tourism, 
navigations, guided, museum based AR applications. An audio module has implemented in mobile AR engine using 
Symbian and Android audio API. User can chose variety of sound format like .mp3, .wav, .amr from this mobile AR 
system to develop their own multimedia based AR apps. 
Video is another important feature of mobile AR. It is very useful feature for advertisement, educational, 
museum guide based AR applications. The predefined video clips can overlay on real time image once application 
detect the marker. The video clips can contain useful information. Video clips can include in the installable (.sisx for 
Symbian, .apk for Android) file or Video clips can store in Smartphone memory drive for larger size video. A video 
module has implemented in mobile AR engine using Symbian and Android video API. User can chosen variety of 
video format like .mp4, .3gp from this mobile AR system to develop their own multimedia based AR apps. 
 
3.4. Interactions 
 
Interactions with mobile AR applications are supplemented by simpler techniques, like displaying classical 3D 
interfaces on the Smartphone. This allows integrating classical e-learning methods such as multiple choice 
questions, which are more rapidly produced. An own interactions system is implemented based on color picking 
algorithm for Symbian and Android Smartphone which is integrated with mobile AR system. User can use this 
interaction feature of mobile AR system to develop their own interaction based mobile AR applications and games. 
This interaction feature is very easy to use. Users just need to define the RGBA (Red, Green, Blue, and Alpha) color 
supports two type of interaction. Button based interaction and finger touch based interaction. 
 
3.4.1. Keypad based Interactions 
 
Smartphone Keypad can be used for interaction the virtual object in non touch Smartphone. The most of 
Symbian phone is non touch based. Smartphone has several keypads which can be used for navigate virtual object 
on real time image. All the keypads access code from SDK (Software Development Kit) has integrated into mobile 
AR system. Therefore user can use mobile button to interact the virtual object in augmented environment. 
 
3.4.2. Finger touch based Interactions 
 
Modern Smartphone normally comes with touch screen enabled. Interaction on touch screen is more flexible and 
interesting than button based interaction. Virtual object can easily navigate by finger touch in mobile AR 
environment. The finger interaction technique uses the touch reader API of SDK. Therefore color picking algorithm 
is applied to interact the specific virtual object and GUI. 
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3.5. System Design 
 
Fig.1. Flowchart of the system 
Figure 1 shows the total flow of this system. At first video capturing is started and sample video is grabbed by 
using Smartphone camera. At this time user is able to see the real time video in screen. Then this sample video is 
further processed by image processing task to detect the predefined marker. If marker is detected, the AR 
registration is done between real world and 3D world. AR registration is a method to enable the virtual objects 
aligns properly in the real environment so that the users can perceive the virtual objects in the correct position and 
orientation. After that 3D computer graphics are generated on top of real world video. Now user is able to see the 
complete AR environment of mixture of real world and virtual world in Smartphone display. At the same time user 
can interact the virtual 2D/3D/GUI object by hand figure touch and menu button in AR environment. This whole 
procedure is continued until specific markers are detected. 
4. Discussion and Findings 
The contribution of this work is to bring graphics, audio-visual and interaction based mobile Augmented Reality 
to user easy way. Developing AR applications is always tougher in mobile platform than PC platform due to 
complex programming with limited resource available. There is also not much easier solution available to bring all 
the multimedia features in one mobile AR system. This mobile AR system built in all the multimedia features in one  
platform. Therefore user can easily use these features from the AR system. The mobile AR system made it easy for 
the users to do it. 
There were number of AR applications and games (Figure 2) were built using this mobile AR system in various 
area like shooting games, tourism, local road sign recognition, educational, advertisement, personal information etc. 
All the multimedia features, interaction, 2D/3D animations, graphics were used in these applications and games. 
These applications and games were awarded by some gold and silver medal at national and international exhibitions. 
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There are some limitations is there. ARToolKitPlus tracking library which has no longer development since 2006
and has some compatibility issue with latest OS. Though in this work, the native code of ARToolKitPlus has
modified lot according to AR system and tried to make it more stable with newer OS. Another problem is
fragmentation of the Operating System. Smartphone and Tablet has different screen resolutions which can occur 
problem to run AR applications. Operating system is also getting update to newer version with new classes, API 
frequently where existing AR application may have compatible problem with new version of OS. This GAI based
mobile AR system is compatible with the latest OS versions and allow the users to develop their own mobile AR 
applications for any Symbian and Android Smartphone.
Fig.2. Some mobile AR applications developed by GAI based AR system
Graphics, Audio-visual and Interaction (GAI) based mobile AR system was evaluated by the number of students
from the faculty of Cognitive Sciences and Human Development (FSKPM), Universiti Malaysia Sarawak and
faculty of Computer Science, Limkokwing University of Creative Technology. The Students generally found the
GAI based mobile AR system performance in the AR game applications is effective, efficient and satisfactory. The 
students have used this system to implement their final year project on mobile AR in Symbian and Android
dingly.
5. Future Work
Our future plan is to develop an natural tracking system and integrated it with the database system. This tracking
system should overcome the existing tracking system problem like remove four square black border boundary,
lighting problem, improved (frame per second) FPS on video and better registration between real world image and
3D world. This tracking system will also able to recognize the human faces by using natural feature technique. The
network connectivity will be implemented into AR system which will allow mobile AR applications to connect 
internet and download/upload the data in real time.
6. Conclusion
This paper has described the multimedia based mobile AR system for Symbian and Android and also given the
future plane of our research on Mobile AR. Open source tracking library ARToolKitPlus, camera API of SDK and
open source graphics API OpenGLES is built in the mobile AR system. Additionally PowerVR graphics library is
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incorporated with rendering engine to draw 3D modeling from 3D Studio Max and Blender This mobile AR system 
allows drawing any type of virtual object with multimedia audio and video elements in mobile AR environment. 
Additionally, color picking based virtual object interaction method is also built in the system. As a result, the user 
can use their finger to interact the virtual object and GUI in mobile AR environment Demand of Mobile AR is 
increasing day by day in the mass market. We are also going forward to bring our Mobile AR applications in Mass 
market. 
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